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Abstract 

A free-air gravity anomaly map in the vicinity of the continental shelf around Japan was 

compiled based on dense gravity surveys made by the Hydrographic Department of Japan (J廷D).

The map is p1esented as a supplement of the present paper. Some 92,800 gravity data contribut巴d

to the compilation of the map. 

A 10’× 10' block mean gravity anomaly data file was produced based on the JHDGF-T81 

gravity data file which includes some 540,000 gravity sites in the western and southern Pacific areas. 

10’× 10’block m巴ananomalies were computed in a r巴ctangulararea bordered by the parallels 

N20° and N50。， andthe meridians El20° and E150。.The least-squares estimation technique was 

adopted in computation. The block mean gravity anomalies are shown symbolically in figures. The 

data file of mean gravity anomalies can be used for the computation of a detailed gravimetric geoid 

and for other geophysical uses. 

l. Introduction 

The Hydrograhic Department of Japan (JHD) has been carrying out gravity m四日間ments

at sea since 1964 by use of two sets of vibrating string-type sea gravity meters, which are called 

T.S.S.G. (Tokyo Surfac巴 ShipGravity Meter) developed by th巴 OceanResear℃h Institute, Uni-

ver百ityof Tokyo (Tomoda and Kanamori, 1962; Segm＼司 1970a,b; Fujimoto, 1976). The fully 

organized gravity surveys by JHD have b巴encarried out for the publication of thβBasic Map of the 

Sea over the continental shelf around Japan since 1967. Th巴 seriesof the Basic Map of the Sea are 

composed of four 1/200,000 scale maps corresponding to four items, the bathymetric topography, the 

sul】司bottomstructure, the total magnetic force and the fre巴－airgravity anomaly. Two survey ships 

owned by JHD have been engaged in this large project，川iichar巴 Sho yo ( 185 2 gross tons) and 

lvfeiyo (361 gross tons). The information of gravity surveys can be referred to th日 DataReport of 

Hydrographic Observations, S巴riesof Astronomy and Geodesy published every year. The number 

of published gravity anomaly maps of the Basic Map. of the Sea amounts to 47 sheets at the time 

Mar℃h 1981. 

Some of individual data were published in the data report mentioned above. Because of 

th巴 recentlarge amount of data, publication of individual data in the printed form has become im・

possible, so all the gravity data have been compiled in a machine readable magnetic tap巴 form.The 

status of the gravity data file of JHD and the recording format of the file are found in Ganeko and 

Koyama ( 1981). Some 92,800 gravity data observed by JHD hav巴 beencompiled in the data file 

at present.τhe gravity survey cruises are listed in Table 1 which includes the name of cruise, 
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Table 1 Gravity survey cruises of JHD and the number of observation sites 

Name of Cruise Year Cruise Ident. Number of Si七es

Vicini七yof Yamato由 Tai 1965 65YT 3斗7

ぽfingof Toka七iand Tohoku 1968 68TK 1370 

Offing of Akita 1968 68必f 88斗

Offing of Niiga七a 1968 68N工 201斗

Offing of Isikari and Rumoi 1970 70工R 3287 

Sou七hOffing of Sanriku 1970 ?OSN 1389 

ぽ fingof Soya and Abasiri 1971 71SA 1727 

ぽ fingof Monbe七u 1972 72MO μ十7

Offing of Hukui 1972 72HU 1877 

Offing of Kusiro 1972 72KU 2与05

Offing of Hiyama 1972 72H工 1519 

Offing of Hidaka and工buri 1972 7呂田 2635 

ぼfingof Hukuoka 1973 73H瓦 166l十

Offing of Kagosima 1973 73KG 与158

Offing of Miyazaki 1973 73M工 斗109

ぽfingof Ko七i 1973 73KO 2452 

Offing of Nagasaki 197斗 7L悶G 5525 

Offing of To七七ori 197斗 7L十TR 1斗30

Offing of Kagosima 197斗 7与KG 3斗50

Offing of Okinawa 1975 750K 3595 

.Offing of Yamaguti 1975 75YM 2762 

ぽfingof Simane 1975 75S工 2957 

Offing of Boso 1975 75BO 615斗

Vicinity of South工O田 Sima 1976 76工K 1斗63

Offing of Okinawa 1976 760K 斗831

.Vicini七yof Miyako-Sima 1976 76MY 3287 

Offing of Kasima時 Nada 1976 76工K 3215 

Southぽfingof Joban 1977 77JO 6017 

Nor七hOffing of Joban 1978 78JO 6701 

ぽfingof Kisyu and Tokai 1980 80KT 斗226

,Offing of Isikawa 1980 80工S-A 3532 

ぽfingof Simane 1980 80IS田 B 1377 

Total 92807 
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Figure 1 Gravity survey track chart of the cruises made by JHD during 1964-1980 
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observation year, cruise identification and number of gravity observation sites for each cruise. Figure 

1 is the track chart of above cruises showing the survey areas and the observation density. Some 

vacant areas are unsurveyed or under data processing areas. The spacing of the survey tracks was 

taken as two nautical miles as a rul巴， butfour or五venautical miles spacing was som巴timesadopted 

to save ship tim巴. The gravity observation by the sea gravity meter is made every fiv巴 orten min” 

utes, which is necessary to filter out the disturbing vertical acc巴leration.Th巴 obtainedgravity value, 

therefore, is the mean value during the observation interval. Since the surveying speed of th巴 ship

is usually 9 to 11 knots, the gravity observation sites are spaced out 1.4 to 3.4 km apart along the 

survey track. A brief explanation of the sea gravity meter and the observation method can be seen 

in Ganeko et al. ( 1978). 

2. Compilation of gravity anomaly map 

Th巴 rawgravity data measured on board the survey ship ar巴calibratedby the gravity values 

of the base ports. The differences betw巴enth巴 outputsof the gravity meter and the base gravities 

after the initial calibration are considered to be som巴 driftsof the gravity meter and the drifts are 

corrected under the linear assumption between port calibr司tions.Then the fundamental gravity data 

file is created. Th巴 trackchart and the wat巴rdepth data taken along the gravity survey ar巴 stored

in digital forms after the cruise, so the position and the depth data files are created. Above three 

data fil巴sare the basic data for the successive data processing. 

The Ei:itvi:is corrections and the normal gravities are calculated from the position data file 

and the Bouguer corrections are obtained from the depth data file. The五nalyproduc巴dgravity 

data fil巴 comprisesobservation time, position, depth, gravity, free-air anomaly, Bouguer anomaly and 

other cruise information. Th巴 procedureof the data processing at JHD should b巴referredto Ganeko 

et al. ( 1978). After the cr巴ationof the final data file, numerical figures of gravity anornali巴sare 

plott巴don a 1/200,000 reduced scale map by use of a machine, and the contour maps of free-air 

and Bouguer anomaly ar巴 producedby hand with 10 rnGals contour interval. In this procedure 

the reliability of the gravity survey is examined by th巴 gravitydi鉦erencesat intersecting points of 

survey tracks, and unreasonable data, if found, are deleted from the data file. The produced contour 

map of free-air gravity anomaly is adopted as the basis of the publication of the Basic Map of the Sea. 

One of the purposes of the present paper is to arrang巴 afree-air gravity anomaly map 

showing the feature of the anomaly field around Japan at a glance by rearranging the 1/200,000 

scale gravity anomaly maps prepared for the publication of the Basic Map of the Sea. The 1/200,000 

scale n1aps are converted photographically to 1/1,000,000 scale maps. Five sheets of 1/1,000,000 

scale gravity anomaly maps for di圧巴rentareas ar巴 arrangedby combining the maps photographically 

reduced. In this procedure 20 mGal contour int巴rvalis adopted. Th巴五veanomaly maps are con-

bined ~ogether again, and finally a sh巴etof gravity anomaly map on 113,000,000 scale is produced. 

A copy of the map is presented as a supplement of the present pap巴r. In the map, positive and 

n巴gativeanomalies are expressed by red and blue contour lines, respectively. The wide red lines cor“ 

respond to zero anomaly. This map is th巴五rstone showing the detailed feature of the gravity 

anomaly field in the vicinity of the continental shelf almost all around Japan, and may be good for 

th巴 geodeticand geophysical use. For convenience’sake the five anomaly maps which ar巴 thebasis 

of th巴 compilationof the 1/3,000,000 scale map are shown in Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e. 
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Figure 2b 
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Free-air gravity anomalies around northern half of Honsyu. Contour interval is 
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Figure 2c Free-air gravity anomalies around western half of Honsyu. Contour interval is 

20 mGal 
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Figure 2d Free-air gravity anomalies around Sikoku and Kyusyu. Contour interval is 20 mGal 
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Figure 2e 
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Free-air gravity anomalies around Nansei Syoto. Contour interval is 20 mGal 
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The production of a Bouguer anomaly map is not don巴 becausethe data fil巴 ofthe s巴a

bottom topography is not ready enough to compute accurate topographic corrections especially in 

deep ocean areas. The Bouguer anomaly map, however, will be produced soon after the topographic 

data are su伍cientlyaccumulated into the data file. 

3. Derivation of block mean gravity anomaly 

Ganeko and Koyama ( 1981 ) arrang巴da gravity data臼enam巴dJHDGF-T80 by collecting 

gravity data taken by Japanese and foreign institutions as well as JHD. Since then we hav巴 add巴d

som巴 9,000gravity data newly processed by JHD, which are cruises labeled as 80KT and BOIS-A, B 

(see Table 1), and th巴 datasupplied by the Defence Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DMAAC) 

to the data五le. JHDGF”T81 data五leis newly produced. The JHDGF-T81 comprises some 540,000 

gravity sites in the Western and Southern Pacific area. 262,200 gravity sites are included in a 

rectangular area bord巴redby the parallels 20°N and 50°N and the meridians 120°E and 160°E. 

The computation of accurate geoid undulations around Japan is one of the major targets of JHD, and 

the arrangement of th巴 gravitydata file has been done along the target. Ga即 ko( 1980) point巴dout 

that 10’× 10' block m巴ananomalies at least ar巴 necessaryfor the computation of geoid undulations 

with a relative accuracy of 10 cm. We, therefore, try to arrange a 10’× 10’block mean anomaly 

data file as a basis of the computation of the gravimetric geoid around Japan. 

To derive block mean gravity anomalies from point gravity data, the least”squares estimation 

method (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967；抗oritz,1972) can be e妊ectivelyused. In the computation 

procedure an anomaly covariance function is necessary. We adopt th巴 anomalycovariance obtained 

combining GEMS geopotential model (Wagner et al., 1976) with the local anomaly covariance 

( Ganeko, 1980). This anomaly covariance was used already to make test computations of 10’× 10' 

block mean anomalies in Ganeko and Koyama ( 1981). 

Adopting the same method as theirs, we compute 10’× 10' block mean anomalies by use 

of the n町、匂 arrangedpoint gravity data fil巴 JHDGF”T81.Point gravity data distributed in and 2.5' 

around each 10’x 10’block are adopted in the least-squares estimation procedure, and 7.5 mGals 

random巴noris assumed unifor句 lyfor the pomt gravity data. Any systematic gravity measurement 

error is not assumed. The computed block means may sustain effect of systematic gravity data 

errors of several to a few tens mGals as well as random errors especially in the data spars巴 areas.

The least-squares estimation method estimate errors of block means scatt巴ringin the range 2 to 20 

mGals depending on the gravity sites distribution on th巴 basisof only the assumed random gravity 

errors. Block means occasionally cannot be estimated under the formerly adopted data distribution 

condition in the data spars巴 areas. In such cases we try to estimate block means by us巴 theblock 

mean anomalies computed already and can adopt the least”squares estimaiton technique again for 

this second step. The covariance function of 10＇× 10’block mean anomalies is necessary this time 

and it can be derived from the point anomaly covariance function us巴d in the first step (e.g. see 

Gan巴koand Koyama, 1981). Although th巴 block covariance depends on the absolut巴 blocksize 

we adopt for convenience' sake the block covariance function based on the block siz巴 of10＇× 10’ 
block at 30° latitude for the use around .Japan. It is possibl巴 becausethe estimat巴d block means 

by the least-squares estimation method weakly depend on a slight chang巴 ofthe covariance function. 

In the actual computation procedure, three block covar匂ncefunctions are numerically prepared in 
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Figure 3a Three directions in which block anomaly covar nee functions are comput巴d
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Figure 3b Block anomaly covariance functions in three directions: c.-North,CrEast(West), 

C..,-Azimuth 45。.n is the distance between two blocks in the unit of the block size. 
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ad vane巴 whichare corresponding to three directions of block spacing as shown in Figure 3a. The 

covariance values are stored in the memory of the electronic computer. Figure 3b shows correspond-

ing three block covariance functions labeled Crp (N町thdirection), C;. (East direction) and CA 

(azimuth 45。direction). The positional relation of two blocks is actually approximated to one of the 

three cases, and the covariance valu巴 ofthe two blocks is obtained by the int巴rpolationbased on 

the distance between the blocks by use of the tabulated covarianc巴 values.Above procedure includes 

naturally an assumption of isotropic statistical characteristics of the gravity anomaly field. 

After the application of the least-squares estimation t巴chniquetwice to the gravity data fil巴

JHDGF-T81 as explained above, we obtain a 10’× 10' block mean gravity anomaly fil巴 identifi巴das 

JHDGF-T8トBLlO. JHDGF幽 T81・BLlOis symbolically shown in Figur巴 4to indicat巴 thefeature of 

the gravity anomaly field near Japan. Symbols are assigned as follows: 01 for JLlgl~200mGal; 

巴for100豆JLlgJ<200；ム for50~JLlgJく 100；① for 25豆IL1gJ<50;+for 10亘IL1gl<25；× forJLlgJ<lO. 

Positive and n巴gativeanomalies are distinguished by red and black, respectively. On the symbolical 

back ground, gravity anomalies are colored according to thre巴 anomalyranges; 25 mGal豆JLlgJ<100 

mGal, 100豆JLlgJ<200and ILlgJ孟200,by using warm colors for positive anomalies and cool colors 

for negative anomalies. 

The largest positive anomalies occur near the Ogasawara Islands and the largest negative 

anomalies occur along th巴 axsesof the Izu・OgasawaraTrench and the Kuril-Kamchatka Trench. 

We s巴巴 apparently that large negative anomalies are accompanied with large positiv巴 anomaliesand 

the low level positive anomalies occuring seaward of the trenches are also apparent. These gravity 

l均hsare i凶 erpr巴tedg巴ophysicallyas a motive of the s由 d肌 tionof the ocean lithosphere (Fujimoto, 

1976; Tomoda et al., 1980; Tomoda and Fujimoto, 1980). 

4. Some comparisons of block mean gravity anomalies 

10×。 block mean gravity anomalies are calculat巴d from the 10’× 10’block means 

(JHDGF四T81-BL10)obtained in the previous section by a simple averaging of the 10’× 10’block 

means included in each f×1 ° block. The calculated l。× 1° block mean gravity anomalies are 

identified by JHDGF-T81・BL60.

There are some files of l。× 1° block anomalies covering the area near Japan. ¥'¥' e compare 

JHDGF-T81陶BL60with (a) DMAAC's data (1981）ヘ（b) LAMONT’s data (Watts and Leeds, 

1977) and (c) JHDGF-1 (Ganeko, 1980). The results of the comparisons are shown in Table 2 

and Figures 5a, 5b and 5c. In the comparison with DMAAC's data ther巴 occuredone abnormally 

large di圧倒巴nceof 150 mGals and the difference is deleted from Table 2. In three cas巴Sthe number 

of comparisons with di在日renceless than 5 mGals is always around 50% of the total comparisons. 

The JHDGF・lagrees best with JHDGF”T81”BL60, which is reasonable because th日 JHDGF”1is 

mainly based on th巴 free-airgravity anomaly maps published around Japan and the maps were 

produced on the basis of the common gravity data compiled into JHDGF司 T81. The mean di鉦er-

ences -0.2, -1.0 and -0.3 mGals are all small and the sources of thes巴differencescannot be made 

clear taking the density of the gravity observation sites and the accuracy of sea gravity measurements 

into consideration. Such small differences however cannot be neglected in the computation of the 

キ DefenceMapping Agency Aerospace Center 1 °× 1° mean gravity anomaly field, .January 1981. 
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gravimetric geoid, The gr av i間賠trioιeoidal height is obtaired through the integration of 

gravity an倒昌ly data in a vast area, and consequently the effect of a small systematic 

difference is not negligible, For example, the effect an旧unιsto almost 2 n官terswhen the 

mean difference of o. 3 nGals is tal<en as a systematic gravity data error over the cap area 

with 15° angular radius, The detection of such small syste:natic error is quite difficult 

under the present sea gravi叩etry. We may, therefore, bu able to point out that the 

absolute gravi冊 tricgeoid白1height cannot be determined more accurately than 1 meter fo「

Table 2 Comparison of JHDGF-T81-RL60 l 0 X l・blockmean anomali出

with DMAAC, LAMONT and JHDGF-1 bloc主 means

OMAλc• LAMONT JHDGf寸

Number of Block• Compared 4£3 592 353 

血白血，， 国 Oah mo且U

Mean Difference -0.2 -l.O -0 3 

RMS Difference 12.0 13. 6 10. t 

Maximum Po•itive Difference 61 07 29 

Maximum Negative D11fcrence -66 -50 -4t 

Number of Illocb 225 308 l83 
ID1ff.f亘3mCa1' (49%) (52%) (52%) 

Numb町 ofBlock• 9 22 -I 
!Diff.1>35 mGals (2%) W~l (2%) 

• after one abnormaly lllrge difference of 150 mGals is deleted. 
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Figure 5a Comparison of 1。× 1° block mean gravity anomalies between 

JHDGF-T81幽 BL60and DMAAC data -463 blocks 
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Figure 5b Comparison of I。× 1° block mean gravity anomalies between 
JHDGF-T81-BL60 and LAMONT data-592 blocks 
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Figure 5c Comparison of l。×1。blockmean gravity anomalies b巴tween
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the time being. Calibration of the gr臼vimetric geoid should be made by other‘ geodetic 

observations such as the laser rangings of LAGEOS satellite and the moon. 

5. Concluding remarks 

Th巴 featureof the gravity anomaly field in the vicinity of the continental shelf around Japan 

has b巴enclarified by the gravity anomaly map presented with this pap巴r. The map will be revised 

as soon as gravity data are newly added especially in the areas where gravity site are sparse as shown 

in Figure 1. JHD is preparing a large project of oceanic surveys in the Western Pacific. The 

gravity anomaly field in the region will be determined mor巴 ind巴tailand accurately than shown in 

Figure 4. A new survey ship is und巴rconstruction now, which is going to be equiped with highly 

advanced instruments for oceanic survey. An advanced sea gravity meter system will be of use for 

the accurate sea gravimetry and the cleaning up of the old data. The obtained block mean gravity 

anomalies compiled in a magnetic tape are used to comput巴 agravimetric geoid around Japan. The 

data file can also be used to produce a gravity anomaly contour map by use of a plotting machine. 

The geophysical interpretation of the gravity anomaly field is an interesting problem, and it is left 

as a later work. 
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